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                                    Results                                    
 
Women 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.31  2/25/2006   Chauntae Bayne/Janice Davis, Stanford       
   NCAA Auto: A  7.27                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  7.44                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   627 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser              7.56q  1 
  2   193 Sims, NyEma            Seattle Pacific           7.63q  1 
  3    33 Serby, Karlyn          Saskatoon                 7.76q  2 
  4    32 Buchholz, Nicole       Saskatoon                 7.79q  5 
  5   375 Nash, Jennifer         Washington                7.81q  1 
  5   539 Tibbs, Alyssa          Portland St.              7.81q  3 
  7   188 Essien, Latasha        Seattle Pacific           7.87q  6 
  8   332 Smith, Kayla           Albina Roadrunne          7.91q  4 
  9   548 Payne, Antoinette      Portland St.              8.00q  2 
 10   127 Carr, Johanna          Unattached                8.02q  3 
 11   629 Channell, Jane         Simon Fraser              8.05q  5 
 12   334 Martin, Jewel          Albina Roadrunne          8.09q  2 
 13   135 Zukowski, Megan        Unattached                8.11   1 
 14   319 Dimmitt, Heidi         Western Wash.             8.12   2 
 15   550 Ugwoaba, Nkeiru        Portland St.              8.16   6 
 16   130 Greene, Bianca         Unattached                8.19   4 
 17   512 Karim, Amirah          Portland St.              8.26   4 
 17   632 Johnson, Emily         Simon Fraser              8.26   1 
 19   178 Chin Aleong, Janes     British Columbia          8.31   3 
 20   641 Wong, Hali             Simon Fraser              8.32   3 
 21   171 Olfert, Jessica        British Columbia          8.41   4 
 22   277 Butler, Gail           Western Wash.             8.46   3 
 23   148 Hoskie, Lauren         Unattached                8.51   5 
 24   301 Couvelier, Elsa        Unattached                8.52   5 
 25   313 Akhavan, Mitra         Western Wash.             8.60   6 
 26   339 Carline, Daedra        Albina Roadrunne          8.64   1 
 27   270 Bradley, Chelsea       Unattached                8.75   2 
 28   249 Keita, Kahlia          Seattle U.                8.81   6 
 
Women 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.31  2/25/2006   Chauntae Bayne/Janice Davis, Stanford       
   NCAA Auto: A  7.27                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  7.44                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1    33 Serby, Karlyn          Saskatoon                 7.68   2 
  1   627 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser              7.68   2 
  3    32 Buchholz, Nicole       Saskatoon                 7.69   2 
  4   193 Sims, NyEma            Seattle Pacific           7.71   2 
  5   188 Essien, Latasha        Seattle Pacific           7.77   2 
  5   375 Nash, Jennifer         Washington                7.77   2 
  7   332 Smith, Kayla           Albina Roadrunne          7.90   1 
  8   629 Channell, Jane         Simon Fraser              7.97   1 
  9   127 Carr, Johanna          Unattached                8.00   1 
 10   548 Payne, Antoinette      Portland St.              8.13   1 
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 23.46  2/25/2006   Janice Davis, Stanford                      
   NCAA Auto: A 23.30                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 23.90                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   627 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser             24.72   1 
  2    33 Serby, Karlyn          Saskatoon                25.50   1 
  3   193 Sims, NyEma            Seattle Pacific          25.51   3 
  4    32 Buchholz, Nicole       Saskatoon                25.76   1 
  5   522 Quay, Ashley           Portland St.             26.04   3 
  6   629 Channell, Jane         Simon Fraser             26.17   3 
  7   197 Hinton, Jessica        Seattle Pacific          26.44   5 
  8   130 Greene, Bianca         Unattached               26.63   1 
  9   178 Chin Aleong, Janes     British Columbia         26.80   4 
 10   135 Zukowski, Megan        Unattached               26.96   4 
 11   319 Dimmitt, Heidi         Western Wash.            27.05   2 
 12   225 Walters, Anna          Seattle Pacific          27.08   5 
 13   127 Carr, Johanna          Unattached               27.21   2 
 14   520 Kinney, Erin           Portland St.             27.41   6 
 15   632 Johnson, Emily         Simon Fraser             27.43   3 
 16   428 Wilder, Allison        UC Riverside             27.48   6 
 17   143 Takayoshi, Sarah       Unattached               27.53   3 
 18   170 Johns, Adelle          British Columbia         27.76   4 
 19   280 Lunderman, Lindsay     Unattached               27.85   5 
 20   157 Starks, Midori         Striders TC              27.92   2 
 21   641 Wong, Hali             Simon Fraser             28.10   4 
 22   312 Mertens, Kathryn       Unattached               28.14   5 
 22   294 Thornton, Amanda       Western Wash.            28.14   6 
 24   171 Olfert, Jessica        British Columbia         28.35   4 
 25   301 Couvelier, Elsa        Unattached               28.51   6 
 26   277 Butler, Gail           Western Wash.            28.64   6 
 27   313 Akhavan, Mitra         Western Wash.            28.87   2 
 28   306 Seibert, Danielle      Western Wash.            31.01   5 
 
Women 300 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   406 Leonhardt, Kinyatt     Washington               40.94   1 
  2   394 Martin, Syretta        Washington               41.42   1 
  3   539 Tibbs, Alyssa          Portland St.             41.56   1 
  4   378 Ankton, Falesha        Washington               42.23   2 
  5   524 Garasmichuck, Zori     Portland St.             42.38   1 
  6   512 Karim, Amirah          Portland St.             42.73   2 
  7   363 Taylor, Brandy         Washington               42.75   2 
  8   396 Johnson, Chelsey       Washington               44.03   2 
  9   244 Blazina, Ashley        Seattle U.               52.97   2 
 
Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 53.57  3/4/2005    Ashley Purnell, Stanford                    
   NCAA Auto: A 52.40                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 54.40                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   439 Leachman, Whitney      UC Riverside             59.65   2 
  2   225 Walters, Anna          Seattle Pacific        1:00.19   2 
  3   312 Mertens, Kathryn       Unattached             1:00.98   2 
  4   134 Klein, Sara            Unattached             1:00.99   2 
  5   432 Rollins, Geminelle     UC Riverside           1:01.57   4 
  6   575 Howell, Sarah          W. Oregon              1:02.54   2 
  7   294 Thornton, Amanda       Western Wash.          1:03.52   4 
  8   588 Smith, Toni            UC Riverside           1:03.92   3 
  9   157 Starks, Midori         Striders TC            1:03.94   1 
 10   137 O'Connell, Megan       Unattached             1:04.03   1 
 11   148 Hoskie, Lauren         Unattached             1:04.36   1 
 12   564 Nash, Natalie          W. Oregon              1:04.40   4 
 13   286 Sandall, Laura         Unattached             1:04.47   3 
 14   280 Lunderman, Lindsay     Unattached             1:04.96   3 
 15    96 McGinn, Hayley         Victoria               1:05.51   4 
 16   306 Seibert, Danielle      Western Wash.          1:06.95   4 
 
Women 1 Mile Run
================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 4:31.87  2/11/2006   Courtney Babcock, MWTC                    
   NCAA Auto: A 4:40.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 4:48.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1   147 Howard, Julia          Unattached             4:43.57P 
  2   420 Miller, Amanda         Washington             4:46.47P 
  3    26 Ferrell, Cack          Oregon TC              4:47.26P 
  4   196 Pixler, Jessica        Seattle Pacific        4:47.80P 
  5    25 Dahm, Brianna          Oregon TC              4:50.39  
  6   414 Campbell, Kailey       Washington             5:00.07  
  7   544 Bocian, Kamila         Portland St.           5:01.17  
  7   218 Larson, Jane           Seattle Pacific        5:01.17  
  9   547 Bielenberg, Staci      Portland St.           5:02.04  
 10   416 Huber, Mo              Washington             5:10.44  
 11   400 Kirschman, Lindsey     Washington             5:15.20  
 12    86 Gilgunn, Lyz           Victoria               5:15.66  
 13   636 Mancell, Heather       Simon Fraser           5:16.81  
 14   371 Collins, Emily         Washington             5:19.60  
 15   223 Harline, Kate          Seattle Pacific        5:19.93  
 16   202 Strickler, Suzie       Seattle Pacific        5:25.44  
 17   100 Roney, Patricia        Victoria               5:27.30  
 18   226 Hodgson, Brittany      Puget Sound            5:27.87  
 19   250 Arce, Charisse         Seattle U.             5:35.39  
 20   577 Moncrief, Shirlon      W. Oregon              5:36.75  
 21   204 Lisa, Anderberg        Seattle Pacific        5:37.37  
 22   290 DePasqual, Molly       Western Wash.          5:41.11  
 23    97 Riddell, Sarah         Victoria               5:47.38  
 24   234 Martinez, Natalie      Seattle U.             5:59.43  
 
Women 600 Meter Run
================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 1:28.55  1/17/2004   Aimee Teteris, Pac. Athletics             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1   387 Harrison, Kira         Washington             1:35.57  
  2   523 Owens, Melissa         Portland St.           1:37.22  
  3   101 Pearce, Anastasia      Victoria               1:37.48  
  4   628 Boss, Traci            Simon Fraser           1:38.64  
  5   540 Wai, Adriane           Portland St.           1:39.46  
  6   436 Hundley, TreAna        UC Riverside           1:41.98  
  7   446 Azubuike, Ugochi       UC Riverside           1:43.87  
 
Women 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 2:02.91  2/15/2003   Heather Hennigar, Pacific Sport           
   NCAA Auto: A 2:05.20                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 2:09.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   230 Johnstone, Rebecca     Valley Royals TC       2:07.32P  1 
  2   147 Howard, Julia          Unattached             2:10.29   1 
  3   116 Agboke, Roseline       Unattached             2:12.20   1 
  4   144 Hudson, Alison         Unattached             2:16.08   1 
  4   459 Moore, Cori            Portland               2:16.08   2 
  6   636 Mancell, Heather       Simon Fraser           2:17.32   1 
  7   424 Egeonuigwe, Uchech     UC Riverside           2:18.17   2 
  8     2 Hardy, Melanie         Team XO                2:19.85   1 
  9   228 Shaw, Angela           Valley Royals TC       2:20.19   2 
 10   205 Marsh, Jennifer        Seattle Pacific        2:20.53   3 
 11   448 Young, Marina          UC Riverside           2:21.42   2 
 12   630 Ershov, Victoria       Simon Fraser           2:21.89   2 
 13   102 Proctor, Sarah         Victoria               2:24.91   2 
 14    87 Hague, Alysha          Victoria               2:25.26   3 
 15   219 Perkins, Victoria      Seattle Pacific        2:26.91   3 
 16    93 Wright, Gillian        Victoria               2:28.04   3 
 17   109 Sinclair, Melissa      Unattached             2:31.77   1 
 18   239 Stickney, Greta        Seattle U.             2:35.41   3 
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 9:00.27  1/31/2004   Malindi Elmore, Asics                     
   NCAA Auto: A 9:15.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 9:34.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1    26 Ferrell, Cack          Oregon TC              9:20.11P 
  2   635 Macgregor, Meredit     Simon Fraser           9:41.85  
  3     5 Rudkin, Jane           Team XO                9:50.00  
  4   589 Becker, Sarna          Club NW                9:54.24  
  5   386 Wegman, Karina         Washington            10:01.47  
  6   634 Kolstad, Kristen       Simon Fraser          10:05.12  
  7   381 McLeod, Brianna        Washington            10:08.31  
  8   213 Rohde, Karin           Seattle Pacific       10:09.68  
  9   590 Steidl, Trisha         Seattle RC            10:29.24  
 10   458 Ritchie, Allison       Portland              10:33.42  
 11   198 Rohde, Kaitlin         Seattle Pacific       10:42.41  
 12   451 Sislow, Janel          Portland              10:43.93  
 13   370 Lademan, Brooke        Washington            10:48.57  
 14   552 Baek, Honisty          Portland St.          10:54.45  
 15   217 Beamon, Kim            Seattle Pacific       11:02.13  
 16   455 Dargitz, Jackie        Portland              11:06.53  
 17   208 Hart, Katie            Seattle Pacific       11:08.54  
 18   453 Smith, Megan           Portland              11:09.09  
 19  1400 Slaughter, Daniell     Western Wash.         11:26.08  
 20   450 Panitz, Nora           Portland              11:29.51  
 21   247 Yorkston, Rachel       Seattle U.            11:32.14  
 22   199 Peterson, Heidi        Seattle Pacific       11:46.79  
 23   528 Hoover, Emily          Portland St.          11:52.47  
 24   240 Cadelinia, Rhianno     Seattle U.            11:57.03  
 25   242 VanderBilt, Asia       Seattle U.            11:59.86  
 26   464 Colvin, Megan          Portland              12:07.25  
 27   260 Clark, Jaime           Seattle U.            12:07.99  
 --    25 Dahm, Brianna          Oregon TC                  DNF  
 
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.98  3/4/2006    Virginia Powell, USC                        
   NCAA Auto: A  8.15                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  8.43                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   334 Martin, Jewel          Albina Roadrunne          9.05q  5 
  2   171 Olfert, Jessica        British Columbia          9.08q  2 
  2   394 Martin, Syretta        Washington                9.08q  4 
  4   378 Ankton, Falesha        Washington                9.17q  1 
  5   584 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Cal Poly                  9.19q  1 
  6   520 Kinney, Erin           Portland St.              9.24q  5 
  7   405 Fuller, Liz            Washington                9.25q  4 
  8   216 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific           9.34q  2 
  9   522 Quay, Ashley           Portland St.              9.51q  1 
 10   280 Lunderman, Lindsay     Unattached                9.55q  5 
 11   153 Logan, Shaquanna       Striders TC              J9.55   5 
 12   570 Postlewait, Jacque     W. Oregon                 9.66   2 
 13   412 Amiad-Pavlov, Dari     Washington                9.68   3 
 13   328 Twitchell, Morgan      U-Simon Fraser            9.68   4 
 15   210 Bekins, Brittany       Seattle Pacific           9.71   5 
 16   134 Klein, Sara            Unattached                9.72   2 
 17   117 Johnson, Bridget       Unattached                9.82   3 
 18   390 Dahl, Megan            Washington               10.33   3 
 19   164 Pointer, Shalisa       Striders TC              10.49   3 
 --   170 Johns, Adelle          British Columbia           DNF   1 
 
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.98  3/4/2006    Virginia Powell, USC                        
   NCAA Auto: A  8.15                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  8.43                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1   378 Ankton, Falesha        Washington                8.88   2 
  2   394 Martin, Syretta        Washington                9.00   2 
  3   171 Olfert, Jessica        British Columbia          9.07   2 
  4   584 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Cal Poly                  9.17   2 
  5   334 Martin, Jewel          Albina Roadrunne          9.25   2 
  6   522 Quay, Ashley           Portland St.              9.37   1 
  7   405 Fuller, Liz            Washington                9.39   1 
  8   216 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific           9.48   1 
  9   520 Kinney, Erin           Portland St.              9.50   1 
 10   280 Lunderman, Lindsay     Unattached                9.75   1 
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 3:35.06  3/3/2003    UCLA                                      
   NCAA Auto: A 3:33.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 3:40.00                                                        
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 UC Riverside  'A'                                   3:55.91   1 
     1) 436 Hundley, TreAna             2) 439 Leachman, Whitney          
     3) 448 Young, Marina               4) 424 Egeonuigwe, Uchechi        
  2 Washington  'A'                                     3:57.64   1 
     1) 394 Martin, Syretta             2) 378 Ankton, Falesha            
     3) 363 Taylor, Brandy              4) 375 Nash, Jennifer             
  3 Seattle Pacific  'A'                                4:06.17   1 
     1) 216 Cooley, Kelsey              2) 210 Bekins, Brittany           
     3) 197 Hinton, Jessica             4) 202 Strickler, Suzie           
  4 U. of Victoria  'A'                                 4:10.15   2 
     1) 101 Pearce, Anastasia           2) 102 Proctor, Sarah             
     3) 87 Hague, Alysha                4) 93 Wright, Gillian             
  5 UC Riverside  'B'                                   4:16.18   2 
     1) 432 Rollins, Geminelle          2)                                
     3) 422 Russell, Molly              4) 446 Azubuike, Ugochi           
  6 Western Washington  'A'                             4:23.09   1 
     1) 319 Dimmitt, Heidi              2) 294 Thornton, Amanda           
     3) 313 Akhavan, Mitra              4) 286 Sandall, Laura             
  7 U. of Victoria  'B'                                 4:29.00   2 
     1) 96 McGinn, Hayley               2) 86 Gilgunn, Lyz                
     3)                                 4) 100 Roney, Patricia            
  8 Striders TC  'A'                                    4:29.57   1 
     1) 153 Logan, Shaquanna            2) 152 Hernandez, Ariel           




 Fac. Record: ! 11:05.16  1/31/2003   Stanford                                 
   NCAA Auto: A 11:09.00                                                       
  NCAA Prov.: P 11:30.00                                                       
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Stanford  'A'                                      11:44.32  
     1) 482 Follmar, Alicia             2) 472 Freeman, Ashley            
     3) 479 Mottaz, Laura               4) 493 Lambie, Arianna            
  2 Seattle Pacific  'A'                               11:56.66  
     1) 211 Perkins, Teona              2) 225 Walters, Anna              
     3) 218 Larson, Jane                4) 196 Pixler, Jessica            
  3 Portland  'A'                                      12:03.48  
     1) 466 Rohde, Kristen              2) 459 Moore, Cori                
     3) 467 Hemphill, Natalie           4) 457 Ademe, Sifrash             
  4 Stanford  'B'                                      12:05.87  
     1) 468 McCurdy, Mary Liz           2) 487 Akinniyi, Deborah          
     3) 472 Freeman, Ashley             4) 478 Trotter, Amanda            
  5 Portland State  'A'                                12:14.22  
     1) 547 Bielenberg, Staci           2) 523 Owens, Melissa             
     3) 540 Wai, Adriane                4) 544 Bocian, Kamila             
  6 Portland  'B'                                      13:08.76  
     1) 452 Nova, Adrienne              2) 456 Roumeliotis, Krista        
     3) 461 Schubert, Michelle          4) 465 Giuliano, Claire           
  7 St. Martin's  'A'                                  13:33.48  
     1) 40 Pendon, Jessica              2) 37 Carlson, Krinda             
     3) 57 Dunnam, Jessie               4) 42 Shipman, Taylor             
  8 Seattle U.  'A'                                    13:48.19  
     1) 239 Stickney, Greta             2) 238 Henrich, Rebekah           
     3) 240 Cadelinia, Rhiannon         4) 250 Arce, Charisse             
 
Women High Jump Jump Off
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   522 Quay, Ashley           Portland St.             1.75m    5-08.75 
     1.78 1.75 
        X    O 
 --   583 Day, Sharon            Cal Poly                    NH            
     1.78 1.75 1.78 




 Fac. Record: ! 1.86m  1/29/2005   Sharon Day, Cal Poly                        
   NCAA Auto: A 1.84m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 1.78m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   583 Day, Sharon            Cal Poly                 1.73m    5-08.00 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  1   522 Quay, Ashley           Portland St.             1.73m    5-08.00 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  3   491 Gannaway, Lindsey      Stanford                 1.68m    5-06.00 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  3   211 Perkins, Teona         Seattle Pacific          1.68m    5-06.00 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  5   584 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Cal Poly                 1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP    O   XO    O  XXX 
  5   520 Kinney, Erin           Portland St.             1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  5   397 Todd, Lindsay          Washington               1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  5   316 Cook, Clara            Western Wash.            1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
        O    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  5   193 Sims, NyEma            Seattle Pacific          1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
        O  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
 10   434 Tolliver, Shannon      UC Riverside             1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP   XO  XXO  XXX 
 10   475 Flippin, Tessa         Stanford                 1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
 10   570 Postlewait, Jacque     W. Oregon                1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
        O    O  XXO  XXX 
 10   405 Fuller, Liz            Washington               1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP    O   XO  XXX 
 10   504 Bennett, Kara          Stanford                 1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP    O   XO  XXX 
 15   556 Plypick, Taryn         W. Oregon                1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O   XO  XXX 
 15   645 Stewart, Amanda        Unattached               1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
      XXO   XO  XXX 
 15   243 Becker, Mara           Seattle U.               1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O   XO  XXX 
 15   328 Twitchell, Morgan      U-Simon Fraser           1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
       XO  XXO  XXX 
 15   216 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific          1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 15   170 Johns, Adelle          British Columbia         1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O    O  XXX 
 15   384 Lombardo, Allison      Washington               1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O   XO  XXX 
 15   638 Pagnucco, Natalie      Simon Fraser             1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
      PPP    O  XXX 
 15   390 Dahl, Megan            Washington               1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O   XO  XXX 
 15   367 Shoemake, Kristina     Washington               1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.48 1.53 1.58 
        O   XO  XXX 
 25   366 Roblee, Robyn          Washington               1.48m    4-10.25 
     1.48 1.53 
      XXO  XXX 
 25   210 Bekins, Brittany       Seattle Pacific          1.48m    4-10.25 
     1.48 1.53 
      XXO  XXX 
 25   132 Mendenhall, Martha     Unattached               1.48m    4-10.25 
     1.48 1.53 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   279 Cox, Lindsey           Western Wash.               NH            
1.48
      XXX 
 --   407 Vielma, Nicole         Washington                  NH            
1.48
      XXX 
 --   238 Henrich, Rebekah       Seattle U.                  NH            
1.48
      XXX 
 
Women Pole Vault Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 4.51m  2/11/2006   Mary Sauer, Unattached                      
   NCAA Auto: A 4.20m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 3.95m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   625 Dockendorf, Carly      Washington Elite         4.31mA  14-01.75 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 4.06 4.11 4.31 4.41 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP   XO   XO  XXX 
  2   621 McEwen, Niki           Sporthill TC             4.11mP  13-05.75 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 4.06 4.11 4.31 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  3   365 Marshalek, Stevie      Washington               3.96mP  12-11.75 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 4.06 
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  3   611 Soma, Kate             Washington Elite         3.96mP  12-11.75 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 4.06 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  5   105 Gallaher, Jessie       Concordia (Ore.)         3.81m   12-06.00 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  5   369 DiVesta, Kelley        Washington               3.81m   12-06.00 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  7   404 Peterson, Andrea       Washington               3.66m   12-00.00 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 
        O    O    O  XXX 
  7   383 Swango, Myrriah        Washington               3.66m   12-00.00 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 
      PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  7   419 Wojciechowski, All     Washington               3.66m   12-00.00 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 
       XO    O  XXO  XXX 
 10   613 Walker, Lauren         Unattached               3.51m   11-06.25 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 
       XO   XO  XXX 
 10   360 Moore, Allison         Washington               3.51m   11-06.25 
     3.36 3.51 3.66 
        O   XO  XXX 
 --   620 Holliday, Becky        New Balance                 NH            
     3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.96 4.06 4.11 




 Fac. Record: ! 4.51m  2/11/2006   Mary Sauer, Unattached                      
   NCAA Auto: A 4.20m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 3.95m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   612 Carlson, Kate          Unattached               3.51m   11-06.25 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  2   221 Anderson, Monica       Seattle Pacific          3.36m   11-00.25 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  3    31 Peaslee, Melissa       Will. Striders           3.21m   10-06.25 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 3.36 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXO  XXO  XXX 
  3   351 Kamphuis, Ester        Valley Royals PS         3.21m   10-06.25 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 3.36 
      PPP  XXO    O    O    O  XXX 
  3   207 Lundsten, Tracie       Seattle Pacific          3.21m   10-06.25 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 3.36 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  6   329 Calvo, Valan           Snohomish TC             3.06m   10-00.50 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 
      PPP    O    O    O  XXX 
  6   300 Clarke, Camille        Western Wash.            3.06m   10-00.50 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 3.06 3.21 
        O    O    O   XO  XXX 
  8   245 Cabebe, Courtney       Seattle U.               2.76m    9-00.50 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 
        O   XO  XXX 
  8   321 Stone, Julie           Western Wash.            2.76m    9-00.50 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 
       XO   XO  XXX 
 10   304 Miller, Christy        Western Wash.            2.61m    8-06.75 
     2.61 2.76 2.91 




 Fac. Record: ! 6.55m  2/14/2004   Grace Upshaw, NIKE                          
   NCAA Auto: A 6.40m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 6.10m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   431 Reid, Lauren           UC Riverside             5.36m   17-07.00 
      5.13m  5.36m  FOUL  5.26m        
  2   512 Karim, Amirah          Portland St.             5.34m   17-06.25 
      5.18m  5.15m  5.16m  5.34m        
  3   134 Klein, Sara            Unattached               5.29m   17-04.25 
      5.29m  5.22m  5.09m  5.00m        
  4   292 Bascom, Kim            Western Wash.            5.17m   16-11.50 
      5.14m  5.16m  5.17m  FOUL        
  5   570 Postlewait, Jacque     W. Oregon                5.11m   16-09.25 
      5.00m  5.01m  4.80m  5.11m       
  6   277 Butler, Gail           Western Wash.            5.08m   16-08.00 
      4.84m  4.53m  5.08m  4.85m       
  7   117 Johnson, Bridget       Unattached               5.03m   16-06.00 
      5.03m  4.90m  5.03m  4.87m        
  8   315 Hostetler, Kasey       Unattached               5.02m   16-05.75 
      5.01m  5.02m  5.02m  4.99m        
  8   216 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific          5.02m   16-05.75 
      5.02m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL       
 10   153 Logan, Shaquanna       Striders TC              4.99m   16-04.50 
      FOUL  4.99m  4.88m  4.66m        
 11    96 McGinn, Hayley         Victoria                 4.72m   15-06.00 
      4.68m  4.72m  FOUL  FOUL        
 12   304 Miller, Christy        Western Wash.            4.70m   15-05.00 
      FOUL  4.51m  FOUL  4.70m        
 12   203 Janney, Kristin        Seattle Pacific          4.70m   15-05.00 
      4.43m  4.56m  4.55m  4.70m        
 14   288 Morrison, Lydia        Western Wash.            4.58m   15-00.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.58m  FOUL        
 15   238 Henrich, Rebekah       Seattle U.               4.38m   14-04.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.29m  4.38m        
 16   390 Dahl, Megan            Washington               4.03m   13-02.75 
      4.03m  FOUL  FOUL  3.95m       
 17   339 Carline, Daedra        Albina Roadrunne         3.86m   12-08.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  3.86m        
 --   210 Bekins, Brittany       Seattle Pacific           FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL        
 
Women Long Jump Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 6.55m  2/14/2004   Grace Upshaw, NIKE                          
   NCAA Auto: A 6.40m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 6.10m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   627 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser             6.30mP  20-08.00 
      5.72m  5.91m  5.88m  6.30m  6.03m  6.08m
  2   548 Payne, Antoinette      Portland St.             5.54m   18-02.25 
      5.47m  5.40m  5.29m  5.36m  5.40m  5.54m
  3   405 Fuller, Liz            Washington               5.45m   17-10.75 
      5.42m  5.45m  5.29m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  4   640 Williams, Valerie      Simon Fraser             5.25m   17-02.75 
      FOUL  5.01m  5.25m  5.03m  4.74m  FOUL
  4   506 Hewitt, Caitlin        Stanford                 5.25m   17-02.75 
      4.99m  4.83m  FOUL  FOUL  5.25m  4.94m
  6   266 Sprenkels, Tiffany     NorWesters               5.09m   16-08.50 




 Fac. Record: ! 13.90m  2/25/2005   Erica McLain, Stanford                     
   NCAA Auto: A 13.30m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 12.65m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   550 Ugwoaba, Nkeiru        Portland St.            11.74m   38-06.25 
      11.53m  11.74m  11.34m  10.77m  10.98m  11.36m
  2   428 Wilder, Allison        UC Riverside            11.50m   37-08.75 
      10.42m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  11.50m
  3   469 Thom, Laura            Stanford                11.34m   37-02.50 
      FOUL  11.05m  FOUL  11.32m  11.34m  11.07m
  3   266 Sprenkels, Tiffany     NorWesters              11.34m   37-02.50 
      FOUL  10.78m  11.29m  FOUL  FOUL  11.34m
  5   412 Amiad-Pavlov, Dari     Washington              11.33m   37-02.25 
      11.33m  0.53m  11.15m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6   292 Bascom, Kim            Western Wash.           11.15m   36-07.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.96m  10.90m  11.15m  11.01m
  7   431 Reid, Lauren           UC Riverside            11.14m   36-06.75 
      11.01m  10.52m  11.14m  10.86m  FOUL  11.09m
  8   640 Williams, Valerie      Simon Fraser            10.51m   34-05.75 
      10.46m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  10.51m  10.49m
  9   304 Miller, Christy        Western Wash.           10.26m   33-08.00 
      10.23m  10.26m  10.24m            
 10   407 Vielma, Nicole         Washington              10.18m   33-04.75 
      9.87m  9.83m  10.18m           
 11   288 Morrison, Lydia        Western Wash.            9.77m   32-00.75 
      9.45m  9.39m  9.77m            
 12   556 Plypick, Taryn         W. Oregon                9.74m   31-11.50 
      9.74m  9.68m  FOUL            
 12   399 Glandon, Riley         Washington               9.74m   31-11.50 
      FOUL  9.74m  9.68m            
 
Women Shot Put Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 17.83m  2/11/2006   Jill Camarena, Unattached                  
   NCAA Auto: A 16.90m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 15.20m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   474 Yunghans, Melissa      Stanford                14.60m   47-11.00 
      14.60m  14.12m  FOUL  14.04m  14.26m  FOUL
  2   342 Tandle, Krissy         Central Wash.           13.69m   44-11.00 
      12.16m  13.24m  11.84m  12.76m  13.69m  13.18m
  3   364 Ellis, Sheree          Washington              13.52m   44-04.25 
      13.24m  13.52m  13.23m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4   359 Hooks, Whitney         Washington              13.45m   44-01.50 
      13.14m  13.11m  FOUL  13.45m  FOUL  FOUL
  5   551 Burnett, Judith        Portland St.            13.35m   43-09.75 
      12.63m  12.19m  FOUL  13.13m  13.35m  12.23m
  6   545 Sims, Caressa          Portland St.            13.00m   42-08.00 
      13.00m  12.41m  11.39m  12.20m  FOUL  11.94m
  7   426 Genisauski, Meliss     UC Riverside            12.95m   42-06.00 
      12.06m  FOUL  FOUL  12.95m  FOUL  FOUL
  8   579 Lynch, Chevonna        W. Oregon               11.91m   39-01.00 
      10.78m  11.91m  10.59m            
  9   533 Kilkinney, Taylor      Portland St.            11.86m   38-11.00 
      11.86m  11.66m  11.35m  11.67m  11.78m  11.85m
 10   117 Johnson, Bridget       Unattached              11.10m   36-05.00 
      10.99m  11.05m  11.10m            
 11   525 Johnson, Vanessa       Portland St.            10.76m   35-03.75 




 Fac. Record: ! 17.83m  2/11/2006   Jill Camarena, Unattached                  
   NCAA Auto: A 16.90m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 15.20m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   527 Bigham, Tiffany        Portland St.            12.03m   39-05.75 
      12.03m  11.41m  11.08m  11.45m        
  2   405 Fuller, Liz            Washington              11.81m   38-09.00 
      11.28m  11.81m  11.40m  10.31m        
  3   531 Keefe, Kathryn         Portland St.            11.80m   38-08.75 
      11.80m  FOUL  11.42m  10.36m        
  4   412 Amiad-Pavlov, Dari     Washington              11.51m   37-09.25 
      10.89m  10.91m  11.30m  11.51m        
  5   511 Frogge, Andrea         Portland St.            11.49m   37-08.50 
      10.69m  11.49m  10.58m  10.76m        
  6   574 Freed, Sabrina         W. Oregon               10.94m   35-10.75 
      9.91m  10.94m  10.47m  10.71m       
  7   390 Dahl, Megan            Washington              10.93m   35-10.50 
      8.61m  FOUL  10.93m  FOUL        
  8   287 Sadler, Chelsea        Western Wash.           10.65m   34-11.25 
      10.65m  10.58m  10.50m  FOUL       
  9   514 Lai, Thantam           Portland St.            10.51m   34-05.75 
      10.51m  9.55m  FOUL  9.91m       
 10   536 Northrup, Dana         Portland St.            10.11m   33-02.00 
      9.43m  10.11m  10.07m  10.09m        
 11   248 Currier, Lindsay       Seattle U.               9.95m   32-07.75 
      7.11m  9.43m  9.81m  9.95m        
 12   517 Parker, Katy           Portland St.             9.82m   32-02.75 
      9.82m  FOUL  9.51m  FOUL        
 13   584 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Cal Poly                 9.73m   31-11.25 
      PASS  PASS  9.73m  FOUL        
 14   624 Johnson, Sarah         Western Wash.            9.66m   31-08.50 
      8.28m  9.66m  FOUL  9.61m        
 15   249 Keita, Kahlia          Seattle U.               8.93m   29-03.75 
      8.93m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL        
 16   340 Franks, Kenya          Albina Roadrunne         8.83m   28-11.75 
      8.83m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL        
 17   193 Sims, NyEma            Seattle Pacific          8.57m   28-01.50 
      8.57m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL       
 18   238 Henrich, Rebekah       Seattle U.               7.95m   26-01.00 
      7.95m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL       
 18   278 Rance, Erica           Western Wash.            7.95m   26-01.00 
      7.95m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL       
 20   336 Taylor, Felicia        Albina Roadrunne         7.76m   25-05.50 




 Fac. Record: ! 20.63m  1/31/2004   Cari Soong, UCLA                           
   NCAA Auto: A 21.00m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 19.00m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   545 Sims, Caressa          Portland St.            17.07m   56-00.00 
      15.10m  16.12m  16.56m  15.88m  17.07m  FOUL
  2   435 Hollyfield, Myla       UC Riverside            15.59m   51-01.75 
      14.95m  14.85m  FOUL  14.57m  15.59m  FOUL
  3   551 Burnett, Judith        Portland St.            15.42m   50-07.25 
      FOUL  15.42m  FOUL  FOUL  13.75m  14.88m
  4   423 Cosby, Erica           UC Riverside            15.11m   49-07.00 
      13.14m  13.94m  13.96m  13.62m  13.46m  15.11m
  5   426 Genisauski, Meliss     UC Riverside            15.02m   49-03.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  15.01m  FOUL  FOUL  15.02m
  6   474 Yunghans, Melissa      Stanford                14.88m   48-10.00 
      13.92m  14.73m  14.82m  14.11m  13.63m  14.88m
  7   355 Harvey, Shannon        Washington              13.75m   45-01.50 
      13.37m  13.75m  FOUL  13.29m  FOUL  FOUL
  7   574 Freed, Sabrina         W. Oregon               13.75m   45-01.50 
      13.53m  13.75m  FOUL  12.84m  13.26m  12.78m
  9   346 Scherer, Becky         Central Wash.           13.60m   44-07.50 
      11.49m  13.60m  FOUL         
 10   531 Keefe, Kathryn         Portland St.            13.59m   44-07.00 
      FOUL  13.11m  13.59m         
 11   342 Tandle, Krissy         Central Wash.           13.23m   43-05.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.23m         
 12   639 Ter Laak, Lara         Simon Fraser            13.11m   43-00.25 
      13.00m  12.31m  13.11m         
 13   527 Bigham, Tiffany        Portland St.            13.06m   42-10.25 
      12.50m  13.06m  FOUL            
 14   354 Oyetuga, Korede        Unattached              12.99m   42-07.50 
      12.98m  12.99m  FOUL           
 15   314 Taylor, Katie          Western Wash.           12.39m   40-07.75 
      12.39m  12.33m  FOUL         
 16   536 Northrup, Dana         Portland St.            12.16m   39-10.75 
      12.16m  FOUL  11.62m           
 17   533 Kilkinney, Taylor      Portland St.            11.53m   37-10.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.53m         
 18   525 Johnson, Vanessa       Portland St.            11.42m   37-05.75 
      11.12m  FOUL  11.42m         
 19   517 Parker, Katy           Portland St.            11.11m   36-05.50 
      11.11m  FOUL  FOUL           
 20   511 Frogge, Andrea         Portland St.            10.33m   33-10.75 
      FOUL  10.33m  FOUL         
 21   278 Rance, Erica           Western Wash.           10.22m   33-06.50 
      10.22m  FOUL  FOUL         
 22   308 Hook, Rebekah          Western Wash.            8.19m   26-10.50 
      8.19m  FOUL  FOUL         
 --   514 Lai, Thantam           Portland St.              FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
 
Boys 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   146 Jordan, Stephone       Unattached                8.43   1 
  2   139 Fung, Andrew           Unattached                8.74   1 
  3   154 Blackwell, Armon       Striders TC               8.84   1 
  4   331 Bailey, Eric           Albina Roadrunne          9.19   2 
  5   159 Neary, Devon           Striders TC               9.71   1 
  6   123 Morrissey, Robby       Unattached               10.13   2 
  7   330 Hickman, Josh          Albina Roadrunne         10.66   2 
 
Men 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  6.63  2/1/2003    Ja'Warren Hooker, adidas                    
   NCAA Auto: A  6.62                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  6.74                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   337 Boatman, Andre         Albina Roadrunne          7.12q  8 
  2   549 Mackins, Kenneth       Portland St.              7.15q  2 
  2   348 Vadeboncouer, Nath     U-British Col.            7.15q  5 
  4   353 Mott, Ashtin           STC                       7.17q  3 
  5   554 Cain, Josh             Portland St.              7.20q  8 
  6   415 Bacon, Randy           Washington               J7.20q  4 
  7   264 Ulmer, Ludwig          SSF Bonn                 J7.20q  6 
  8   121 McIver, Brynnen        Unattached               J7.20q  5 
  9     7 Dahl, Eric             Team XO                  J7.20q  4 
 10   161 Johnson, Nicholas      Striders TC               7.22q  1 
 11   335 Griffin, Nycole        Albina Roadrunne          7.24q  2 
 12   352 Shum, Micheal          Valley Royals PS          7.27q  5 
 13   543 Rollinger, Trevor      Portland St.              7.28   8 
 14   601 Goodwin, D'Andre       Unattached                7.29   3 
 14   603 Lewis, Roy             Unattached                7.29   1 
 16   534 Sears, Brandon         Portland St.              7.30   6 
 17   261 Watkins, Anthony       Team Boards               7.31   3 
 18   350 Farrell, Leon          U-British Col.            7.32   8 
 19   176 Beck, Matt             British Columbia          7.33   7 
 20   604 Davis, Desmond         Unattached                7.34   2 
 21     6 Brown, Jacob           Team XO                   7.35   9 
 21   599 Ellis, Cody            Unattached                7.35   7 
 23   602 Russo, Anthony         Unattached                7.36   6 
 24   643 Daniels, Quintin       Unattached                7.37   9 
 24   150 Alexander, Bobby       Unattached                7.37   6 
 26   120 McMackin, Kris         Unattached                7.38   3 
 27   268 Peterson, Alfonso      AUC Elite                 7.40   9 
 28   215 Felt, Justin           Seattle Pacific           7.41   3 
 29   341 Malley, Jamarian       Albina Roadrunne          7.42   9 
 30   155 Garner, Demarcus       Striders TC               7.43   1 
 31   263 Watkins, Brian         Team Boards               7.44   4 
 31   320 Wilson, Dustin         Western Wash.             7.44   9 
 31   600 Stevens, Chris         Unattached                7.44   7 
 31   333 Jones, Isaiah          Albina Roadrunne          7.44   4 
 35   358 Harris, Leonard        Washington                7.51   2 
 36   605 Mosley, Matt           Unattached                7.54   4 
 37   195 Jewell, Ryan           Seattle Pacific           7.55   9 
 38   172 Lowe, Kevin            British Columbia          7.56   5 
 39   133 Rodriguez, Adrian      Unattached                7.57   2 
 39   274 Edwards, Darren        Unattached                7.57   1 
 41   338 Hunter, Warren         Albina Roadrunne          7.58   7 
 42   322 De Aguior, Moku        Western Wash.             7.61   7 
 43   594 Nzekwe, Sylvester      Unattached                7.63   1 
 44   408 Noble, Bobby           Washington                7.65   6 
 45   595 Raglund-Johnson, N     Unattached                7.66   2 
 46   149 Crago, Brian           Unattached                7.72   8 
 47   114 Kazemi, Cyrus          Unattached                7.73   1 
 48   110 Salomon, Bryan         Unattached                7.75   7 
 49   118 Larson, Josh           Unattached                7.80   5 
 50    58 Breakey, Ryan          U-Western Wash.           7.86   3 
 
Men 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  6.63  2/1/2003    Ja'Warren Hooker, adidas                    
   NCAA Auto: A  6.62                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  6.74                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1   121 McIver, Brynnen        Unattached                7.03   1 
  2   353 Mott, Ashtin           STC                       7.09   2 
  3   348 Vadeboncouer, Nath     U-British Col.            7.10   2 
  4   264 Ulmer, Ludwig          SSF Bonn                  7.14   2 
  5   335 Griffin, Nycole        Albina Roadrunne          7.15   1 
  6   415 Bacon, Randy           Washington                7.16   2 
  6   554 Cain, Josh             Portland St.              7.16   2 
  8     7 Dahl, Eric             Team XO                   7.17   1 
  9   352 Shum, Micheal          Valley Royals PS          7.29   1 
 10   161 Johnson, Nicholas      Striders TC              24.47   1 
 
Men 60 Meter Dash Masters
================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.38  1/15/2003   Rex Brown, Unattached                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1   592 Waller, Michael        Unattached                7.40  
  2   229 Dickson, Tom           Valley Royals TC          7.61  
  3   227 Townsend, Chris        Valley Royals TC          7.65  
  4   622 Robbins, Steve         Unattached                7.91  
  5   586 Blake, Aaron           Unattached                8.01  
  6   623 Copeland, Scott        Unattached                8.08  
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 21.10  2/15/2003   Rubin Williams, Unattached                  
   NCAA Auto: A 20.83                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 21.23                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   264 Ulmer, Ludwig          SSF Bonn                 22.59   2 
  2   115 Hamilton, Ryan         Unattached               22.82   1 
  3   271 Dean, Michael          Unattached               22.83   2 
  4   350 Farrell, Leon          U-British Col.           23.04   2 
  5   353 Mott, Ashtin           STC                      23.08   3 
  6   162 Douglas-Davis, Dem     Striders TC              23.15   4 
  7   146 Jordan, Stephone       Unattached               23.19   3 
  7   333 Jones, Isaiah          Albina Roadrunne         23.19   5 
  9   309 Neff, Adam             Western Wash.            23.29   2 
 10   261 Watkins, Anthony       Team Boards              23.31   1 
 11   253 Sullivan, Daniel       Seattle U.               23.58   6 
 12   120 McMackin, Kris         Unattached               23.86   5 
 13   554 Cain, Josh             Portland St.             23.94   6 
 14   215 Felt, Justin           Seattle Pacific          23.96   4 
 15   310 Wargo, Ben             Unattached               24.00   5 
 16   263 Watkins, Brian         Team Boards              24.22   5 
 17   195 Jewell, Ryan           Seattle Pacific          24.35   6 
 18   149 Crago, Brian           Unattached               24.45   2 
 19   295 Johnson, Carl          Western Wash.            24.53   4 
 20    58 Breakey, Ryan          U-Western Wash.          24.72   3 
 21   595 Raglund-Johnson, N     Unattached               24.85   3 
 22   114 Kazemi, Cyrus          Unattached               25.38   6 
 23   119 Al-Shayji, Sulaima     Unattached               25.69   6 
 24   622 Robbins, Steve         Unattached               25.81   3 
 25   165 Ellington, Robert      Striders TC              26.31   4 
 26   623 Copeland, Scott        Unattached               26.62   5 
 
Men 300 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   372 Harcourt, Alex         Washington               33.60   1 
  2   361 Fredrickson, James     Washington               34.82   1 
  3   392 Gudaitis, Jeff         Washington               35.20   1 
  4   543 Rollinger, Trevor      Portland St.             35.97   2 
  5   418 Gaspar, Don            Washington               36.48   1 
  6   518 Douglass, Spencer      Portland St.             36.60   3 
  7   534 Sears, Brandon         Portland St.             36.78   3 
  8   530 Tait, Peter Jason      Portland St.             37.07   1 
  9   161 Johnson, Nicholas      Striders TC              37.37   2 
 10   549 Mackins, Kenneth       Portland St.             37.46   3 
 11   385 Harrison, Richard      Washington               37.48   2 
 12    49 Gerry, Bryan           St. Martin's             37.94   3 
 13   606 Howell, Dan            Unattached               38.64   3 
 14   358 Harris, Leonard        Washington               39.29   2 
 
Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 46.17  2/15/2003   Andre Ammons, Unattached                    
   NCAA Auto: A 46.05                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 47.25                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   122 Suzuki, Ryosuke        Unattached               49.53   1 
  2   271 Dean, Michael          Unattached               49.85   1 
  3    59 Vaartnou, Nick         Pac. Athletics           49.89   1 
  4   176 Beck, Matt             British Columbia         50.73   1 
  5   224 Climer, Ben            Seattle Pacific          51.31   4 
  6   333 Jones, Isaiah          Albina Roadrunne         51.45   2 
  7   309 Neff, Adam             Western Wash.            51.61   1 
  8   331 Bailey, Eric           Albina Roadrunne         51.73   2 
  9   162 Douglas-Davis, Dem     Striders TC              51.86   2 
 10   566 Estep, Blake           W. Oregon                52.24   2 
 11   582 Hickey, Clint          W. Oregon                52.30   4 
 12   293 O'Connell, Matt        Unattached               52.37   2 
 13   310 Wargo, Ben             Unattached               52.61   3 
 14   104 Chenery, Mark          Victoria                 53.37   3 
 15   295 Johnson, Carl          Western Wash.            53.38   4 
 16   276 Iverson, Kevin         Western Wash.            54.58   5 
 16   307 Coughran, Nick         Western Wash.            54.58   3 
 18   163 Taylor, Aaron          Striders TC              54.64   3 
 19   594 Nzekwe, Sylvester      Unattached               55.40   5 
 20   254 Keah, Tomi             Seattle U.               55.43   3 
 21   289 Dye, Alex              Unattached               56.27   4 
 22   246 Poshusta, Robert       Seattle U.               58.43   5 
 
Men 1 Mile Run
================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 3:58.40  2/15/2003   Michael Stember, NIKE                     
   NCAA Auto: A 3:59.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 4:04.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1    24 Symmonds, Nick         Oregon TC              3:56.72! 
  2    18 Jaworski, Courtney     Oregon TC              4:02.50P 
  3   644 McGrath, Michael       Oregon                 4:04.08  
  4    10 Broderick, Kalpana     Team XO                4:07.15  
  5    95 Martinson, Geoff       Victoria               4:07.78  
  6    23 Shaw, Brandon          Oregon TC              4:09.07  
  7   417 Govier, Brian          Washington             4:12.01  
  8    20 Elliott, Kevin         Oregon TC              4:12.26  
  9     3 Schuetze, Nick         Team XO                4:12.73  
 10   619 Harding, Jon           Washington             4:13.59  
 11    98 Mallie, Daniel         Victoria               4:13.62  
 12   411 Booker, Riley          Washington             4:15.39  
 13   403 Boyd, Travis           Washington             4:16.28  
 14   297 Tomsich, Anthony       Western Wash.          4:18.64  
 15   395 Gussin, Zack           Washington             4:19.34  
 16   189 Cronrath, Brian        Seattle Pacific        4:19.92  
 17   377 Glaser, Chris          Washington             4:26.44  
 18   299 Lemay, Keith           Western Wash.          4:27.38  
 19   281 Phillips, Daniel       Western Wash.          4:27.66  
 20   185 Brancheau, Brian       Club NW                4:28.89  
 21   302 Bedell, Sam            Western Wash.          4:30.15  
 22   501 Bickham, Kevin         Stanford               4:32.54  
 23   233 Alvarado, Nicholas     Seattle U.             4:35.89  
 24    72 Nichol, Stephen        Simon Fraser           4:37.75  
 25   541 Hansen, Jake           Portland St.           4:39.27  
 26   515 Cronin, Jesse          Portland St.           4:39.70  
 27   220 Seamster, Scott        Seattle Pacific        4:41.50  
 28   526 O'Brien, Carson        Portland St.           4:46.96  
 29   194 Phillips, Ryan         Seattle Pacific        4:50.05  
 30   537 Ballinger, Reid        Portland St.           4:50.28  
 31   597 Massey, Brandon        Unattached             4:54.48  
 32   212 Felch, Scott           Seattle Pacific        4:54.60  
 --    16 Seed, Leif             Malta TC                   DNF  
 --    29 Blount, Elliott        Oregon TC                  DNF  
 --    28 O'Brien, Sean          Oregon TC                  DNF  
 
Men 600 Meter Run
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 1:18.36  1/14/2006   Ryan Brown, Washington                    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1    65 Cleary, Brendan        Simon Fraser           1:19.39   1 
  2   607 Williams, Sean         Unattached             1:19.40   1 
  3    81 Drapala, Rob           Simon Fraser           1:20.52   1 
  4   388 Still, Kyle            Washington             1:21.88   1 
  5    88 Lehman, Richard        Victoria               1:21.91   2 
  6   379 Freeman, Tim           Washington             1:22.24   1 
  7    90 Mazzei, Darren         Victoria               1:22.35   2 
  8    99 Green, Brandon         Victoria               1:23.17   3 
  9   447 Jacobson, Andrew       UC Riverside           1:23.27   2 
 10   441 Lemon, Greg            UC Riverside           1:23.69   2 
 11   437 Giles, Ed              UC Riverside           1:24.05   3 
 12   445 Mok, Guillaume         UC Riverside           1:24.22   2 
 13   429 Marbrey, Marcus        UC Riverside           1:24.37   2 
 14   557 Richardson, Jerami     W. Oregon              1:24.39   2 
 15   440 Akinyemi, Ajayi        UC Riverside           1:24.95   3 
 16   433 Moore, Jon             UC Riverside           1:26.34   3 
 17   438 Murry, Antoine         UC Riverside           1:27.07   3 
 18    83 Millage, Jaimie        Simon Fraser           1:27.25   3 
 19   236 Allen, Loyal           Seattle U.             1:27.60   3 
 20   241 Brown, Garrett         Seattle U.             1:28.30   3 
 
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 1:47.38  2/15/2003   Zach Whitmarsh, Pacific Sport             
   NCAA Auto: A 1:47.80                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 1:49.90                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1   609 Abbott, Austin         Washington             1:50.48   1 
  2    21 Sylvester, Marc        Oregon TC              1:51.09   1 
  3    14 Legare, Joel           Team XO                1:51.66   1 
  4     8 Krempley, Ross         Team XO                1:51.71   1 
  5   513 Lopez, Brandon         Portland St.           1:52.15   1 
  6    22 Hatch, James           Oregon TC              1:52.90   1 
  7   124 Bergman, Isak          Unattached             1:53.11   1 
  8   186 Easton, Curtis         Club NW                1:56.33   2 
  9   141 Wellman, David         Unattached             1:57.04   2 
 10    16 Seed, Leif             Malta TC               1:57.25   1 
 11    76 Fraser, Chad           Simon Fraser           1:58.05   2 
 12   303 Brancheau, Sam         Western Wash.          1:58.54   3 
 13    79 Fraser, Seth           Simon Fraser           1:58.64   2 
 14   311 Mavis, Anders          Western Wash.          1:58.89   4 
 15   206 Strickler, Eddie       Seattle Pacific        1:59.36   3 
 16   140 McNeil, Robert         Unattached             1:59.43   2 
 17   563 Vrendenburg, Josh      W. Oregon              1:59.44   3 
 18   256 Dols, Nicholas         Seattle U.             2:00.03   3 
 19   285 Lampi, Kyle            Western Wash.          2:00.08   3 
 20    36 Timmer, Caleb          St. Martin's           2:00.09   2 
 21   302 Bedell, Sam            Western Wash.          2:00.80   4 
 22   297 Tomsich, Anthony       Western Wash.          2:01.38   3 
 23   501 Bickham, Kevin         Stanford               2:01.80   4 
 24    83 Millage, Jaimie        Simon Fraser           2:02.53   3 
 25   291 Cameron, Will          Western Wash.          2:02.60   4 
 26   169 Jankowski, Theo        British Columbia       2:02.94   2 
 27   425 Webster, Tristan       UC Riverside           2:03.30   4 
 28   559 Banker, Troy           W. Oregon              2:03.84   3 
 29    72 Nichol, Stephen        Simon Fraser           2:05.93   4 
 30   569 Banker, Travis         W. Oregon              2:08.94   3 
 31   201 Henderson, Paul        Seattle Pacific        2:16.78   4 
 32   237 Wilburn, Andrew        Seattle U.             2:22.32   4 
 33   174 Connolly, Creighto     British Columbia       2:28.99   4 
 
Men 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 7:48.59  1/31/2004   Bolota Asmeron, NIKE                      
   NCAA Auto: A 7:54.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 8:05.00                                                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1    19 Meyer, Lucas           Oregon TC              8:14.38  
  2   402 Spady, Kelly           Washington             8:17.79  
  3     3 Schuetze, Nick         Team XO                8:18.79  
  4   476 Duplinsky, Steven      Stanford               8:19.82  
  5   648 Walker, Jason          Team Eugene            8:26.01  
  6    91 Burke, Logan           Victoria               8:28.18  
  7   454 Robinson, Brendan      Portland               8:36.51  
  8   413 Bromka, Alec           Washington             8:36.98  
  9    38 Riak, John             St. Martin's           8:41.79  
 10    85 Gant, Dylan            Simon Fraser           8:42.19  
 11   190 Chad, Meis             Seattle Pacific        8:52.17  
 12   324 Medhaug, Blake         Western Wash.          9:13.67  
 13   541 Hansen, Jake           Portland St.           9:14.83  
 14   515 Cronin, Jesse          Portland St.           9:23.66  
 15   257 Kirschner, Nick        Seattle U.             9:31.85  
 16   255 Heitzinger, Nathan     Seattle U.             9:36.61  
 
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.77  3/4/2006    Jeff Hunter, Arizona                        
   NCAA Auto: A  7.70                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  7.91                                                          
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   361 Fredrickson, James     Washington                8.26q  1 
  2   546 Hill, Jon              Portland St.              8.54q  3 
  3   393 Bidleman, Blake        Unattached                8.59q  2 
  3   530 Tait, Peter Jason      Portland St.              8.59q  4 
  5   172 Lowe, Kevin            British Columbia          8.78q  1 
  6   532 Bartow, Brian          Portland St.              8.85q  2 
  7   224 Climer, Ben            Seattle Pacific           8.98q  1 
  8   572 Clarkson, Lee          W. Oregon                 8.99q  1 
  9   320 Wilson, Dustin         Western Wash.             9.00q  4 
 10   385 Harrison, Richard      Washington                9.01q  2 
 11   191 Zayshly, Mark          Seattle Pacific           9.27   3 
 12   576 Tosdale, Troy          W. Oregon                 9.38   4 
 13   521 LaPlante, Matt         Portland St.              9.44   3 
 14   273 Price, Keon            Unattached                9.48   3 
 15   538 Henson, Seth           Portland St.              9.53   4 
 16   519 Trubachick, Nick       Portland St.              9.56   1 
 17    11 Fleming, Cody          Team XO                   9.59   3 
 18   274 Edwards, Darren        Unattached                9.63   2 
 19   389 Fredericks, Corey      Washington                9.65   2 
 20   246 Poshusta, Robert       Seattle U.               10.27   4 
 
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: !  7.77  3/4/2006    Jeff Hunter, Arizona                        
   NCAA Auto: A  7.70                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  7.91                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1   393 Bidleman, Blake        Unattached                8.62   2 
  2   172 Lowe, Kevin            British Columbia          8.71   2 
  3   385 Harrison, Richard      Washington                8.75   1 
  4   532 Bartow, Brian          Portland St.              8.82   2 
  4   572 Clarkson, Lee          W. Oregon                 8.82   1 
  6   224 Climer, Ben            Seattle Pacific           8.99   2 
  7   320 Wilson, Dustin         Western Wash.             9.05   1 
  8   361 Fredrickson, James     Washington               15.12   2 
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 3:06.98  2/26/2005   Oregon                                    
   NCAA Auto: A 3:06.50                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 3:10.40                                                        
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Unattachd  'A'                                      3:18.22   1 
     1) 23 Shaw, Brandon                2) 21 Sylvester, Marc             
     3) 29 Blount, Elliott              4) 20 Elliott, Kevin              
  2 UC Riverside  'A'                                   3:22.04   2 
     1) 433 Moore, Jon                  2) 445 Mok, Guillaume             
     3) 447 Jacobson, Andrew            4) 441 Lemon, Greg                
  3 Simon Fraser  'A'                                   3:22.53   2 
     1) 65 Cleary, Brendan              2) 76 Fraser, Chad                
     3) 79 Fraser, Seth                 4) 81 Drapala, Rob                
  4 Washington  'A'                                     3:24.07   1 
     1) 392 Gudaitis, Jeff              2) 418 Gaspar, Don                
     3) 415 Bacon, Randy                4) 385 Harrison, Richard          
  5 Unattachd  'B'                                      3:24.71   1 
     1) 24 Symmonds, Nick               2)                                
     3) 22 Hatch, James                 4) 18 Jaworski, Courtney          
  6 U. of Victoria  'A'                                 3:24.89   2 
     1) 99 Green, Brandon               2) 90 Mazzei, Darren              
     3) 88 Lehman, Richard              4) 95 Martinson, Geoff            
  7 UC Riverside  'B'                                   3:26.49   2 
     1) 437 Giles, Ed                   2) 440 Akinyemi, Ajayi            
     3) 429 Marbrey, Marcus             4) 438 Murry, Antoine             
  8 Unattached  'A'                                     3:29.53   4 
  9 U. of Victoria  'B'                                 3:30.17   4 
     1) 104 Chenery, Mark               2)                                
     3) 98 Mallie, Daniel               4)                                
 10 Western Oregon  'A'                                 3:30.55   2 
     1) 559 Banker, Troy                2) 582 Hickey, Clint              
     3) 573 Massey, Lloyd               4) 566 Estep, Blake               
 11 Portland State  'A'                                 3:32.71   3 
     1) 519 Trubachick, Nick            2) 532 Bartow, Brian              
     3) 521 LaPlante, Matt              4) 538 Henson, Seth               
 12 Seattle U.  'A'                                     3:34.58   3 
     1) 241 Brown, Garrett              2) 259 Glover, Travis             
     3) 235 Jahner, Brock               4) 253 Sullivan, Daniel           
 13 Seattle Pacific  'A'                                3:35.69   4 
     1) 224 Climer, Ben                 2) 215 Felt, Justin               
     3) 191 Zayshly, Mark               4) 206 Strickler, Eddie           
 14 Western Washington  'A'                             3:36.99   3 
     1) 307 Coughran, Nick              2) 274 Edwards, Darren            
     3) 295 Johnson, Carl               4) 309 Neff, Adam                 
 15 Striders TC  'A'                                    3:40.70   1 
     1) 163 Taylor, Aaron               2) 154 Blackwell, Armon           




 Fac. Record: ! 9:34.21  2/14/2004   UCLA                                      
   NCAA Auto: A 9:34.00                                                        
  NCAA Prov.: P 9:45.70                                                        
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Stanford  'C'                                       9:56.11  
     1) 492 Steier, Rolf                2) 494 Garcia, Michael            
     3) 509 Evans, Jacob                4) 484 Araia, Neftalem            
  2 Stanford  'B'                                      10:01.21  
     1) 480 Mapole-Bird, Justin         2) 503 Drake, Sean                
     3) 499 Jespersen, Lauren           4) 495 Gomez, Jacob               
  3 Stanford  'A'                                      10:04.00  
     1) 489 Brown, Russell              2) 481 Greenburg, Alex            
     3) 473 Heath, Garrett              4) 485 Devries, Hakon             
  4 Portland State  'A'                                11:04.13  
     1) 513 Lopez, Brandon              2) 526 O'Brien, Carson            
     3) 515 Cronin, Jesse               4) 537 Ballinger, Reid            
  5 St. Martin's  'A'                                  11:11.15  
     1) 41 Ayume, Asiki                 2) 53 Timmer, Josh                
     3) 43 Gatbunton, Josh              4) 50 Wilbur, Robbie              
  6 Seattle U.  'A'                                    11:28.51  
     1) 233 Alvarado, Nicholas          2) 256 Dols, Nicholas             
     3) 235 Jahner, Brock               4) 257 Kirschner, Nick            
  7 British Columbia  'B'                              11:36.53  
     1) 174 Connolly, Creighton         2) 182 Thistlewood, Ben           
     3) 177 Lapierre, Luc               4) 166 Kuhn, Cameron              
  8 St. Martin's  'B'                                  11:56.84  
     1) 49 Gerry, Bryan                 2) 41 Ayume, Asiki                




 Fac. Record: ! 2.23m  1/29/2005   Jesse Williams, USC                         
   NCAA Auto: A 2.24m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 2.16m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   168 Mason, Michael         British Columbia         2.22mP   7-03.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 2.19 2.22 2.25 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O    O  XXX 
  2   368 Frederick, Norris      Washington               2.19mP   7-02.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 2.19 2.22 
      PPP    O  PPP    O    O   XO   XO    O    O  XXX 
  3    12 Johnson, Kyley         Team XO                  2.16mP   7-01.00 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 2.19 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O  XXX 
  4   618 Eickoff, Warren        Unattached               2.01m    6-07.00 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 
      PPP    O    O    O    O  XXX 
  5   269 Swartz, Shawn          Coq. Cheetas             1.96m    6-05.00 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 
        O    O    O    O  XXX 
  6   106 Ojala, Kai             On Eagle's Wings         1.91m    6-03.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 
      PPP    O    O  XXX 
  7   519 Trubachick, Nick       Portland St.             1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
        O   XO  XXX 
  7   408 Noble, Bobby           Washington               1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
        O    O  XXX 
  7   582 Hickey, Clint          W. Oregon                1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
        O   XO  XXX 
  7   323 Lucke, Bryan           Western Wash.            1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
       XO   XO  XXX 
  7   532 Bartow, Brian          Portland St.             1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
       XO    O  XXX 
  7   111 Grazda, Alex           Unattached               1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
        O  XXO  XXX 
  7   317 Geist, Peter           Western Wash.            1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
       XO    O  XXX 
 14   131 keys, kenneth          Unattached               1.81m    5-11.25 
     1.81 1.86 
      XXO  XXX 
 14    51 Edwards, A             St. Martin's             1.81m    5-11.25 
     1.81 1.86 
       XO  XXX 
 14   118 Larson, Josh           Unattached               1.81m    5-11.25 
     1.81 1.86 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   274 Edwards, Darren        Unattached                  NH            
1.81
      XXX 
 --   235 Jahner, Brock          Seattle U.                  NH            
1.81
      XXX 
 --   427 Tabah, Elvin           UC Riverside                NH            
     1.81 1.86 1.91 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   538 Henson, Seth           Portland St.                NH            
1.81
      XXX 
 --   521 LaPlante, Matt         Portland St.                NH            
1.81
      XXX 
 
Men Pole Vault Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 5.81m  1/31/2004   Toby Stevenson, Unattached                  
   NCAA Auto: A 5.50m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 5.20m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   610 Walker, Brad           Unattached               5.70mA  18-08.25 
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35 5.40 5.50 5.70 5.82 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  2   374 Roth, Scott            Washington               5.35mP  17-06.50 
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35 5.40 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXO   XO  XXX 
  3   362 Lee, McKane            Washington               4.90m   16-00.75 
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
      PPP    O   XO 
  3   382 Perrins, Seth          Washington               4.90m   16-00.75 
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 
      PPP  PPP  XXO  XXX 
  5   296 Thornbrue, Tyler       Western Wash.            4.75m   15-07.00 
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
        O    O  XXX 
  6   356 Vu, Ryan               Washington               4.60m   15-01.00 
     4.60 4.75 
       XO  XXX 
 --   529 Cogdill, Ben           Portland St.                NH            
4.6
      XXX 
 --   142 Ruark, Adrian          Unattached                  NH            
     4.60 4.75 4.90 
      PPP  PPP  XPP 
 --   298 Verner, Hunter         Western Wash.               NH            
4.6




 Fac. Record: ! 5.81m  1/31/2004   Toby Stevenson, Unattached                  
   NCAA Auto: A 5.50m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 5.20m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   323 Lucke, Bryan           Western Wash.            4.55m   14-11.00 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.65 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO   XO    O    O   XO  XXX 
  2   145 Ellingson, John        Unattached               4.40m   14-05.25 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  3   615 Pinkerton, David       Unattached               4.25m   13-11.25 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  4   125 Beighton, Sean         Unattached               4.10m   13-05.25 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  5   389 Fredericks, Corey      Washington               3.95m   12-11.50 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 
        O    O  PPP  XXO  XXX 
  6   235 Jahner, Brock          Seattle U.               3.65m   11-11.75 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 
      PPP   XO  XXX 
  7   393 Bidleman, Blake        Unattached              J3.65m   11-11.75 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 
      PPP   XO  PPP  XXX 
  8   187 Jorgensen, Joshua      Seattle Pacific         J3.65m   11-11.75 
     3.50 3.65 3.80 
      PPP    O  XXX 
  9   408 Noble, Bobby           Washington               3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.50 3.65 
      XXO  XXX 
 --   232 Crumedy, Matthew       Seattle U.                  NH            
3.5
      XXX 
 --   274 Edwards, Darren        Unattached                  NH            
3.5




 Fac. Record: ! 8.08m  2/27/2004   Matt Mason, WSU                             
   NCAA Auto: A 7.85m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 7.50m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   173 Russell, Brandon       British Columbia         6.57m   21-06.75 
      6.33m  6.57m  6.37m  6.25m        
  2   215 Felt, Justin           Seattle Pacific          6.47m   21-02.75 
      6.47m  6.47m  6.42m  6.46m        
  3   104 Chenery, Mark          Victoria                 6.37m   20-10.75 
      6.10m  6.37m  FOUL  FOUL        
  4   184 McCune, Joshua         Clark CC                 6.36m   20-10.50 
      6.27m  6.27m  6.24m  6.36m        
  5   442 Irving, Marcelis       UC Riverside             6.28m   20-07.25 
      6.19m  6.14m  6.28m  6.24m        
  6   341 Malley, Jamarian       Albina Roadrunne         6.25m   20-06.25 
      FOUL  6.25m  6.16m  6.20m       
  7   357 Weeks, Braden          Washington               6.21m   20-04.50 
      FOUL  6.21m  FOUL  6.14m        
  8    51 Edwards, A             St. Martin's             6.13m   20-01.50 
      5.80m  6.13m  FOUL  6.12m        
  9   581 Herrington, Blake      W. Oregon                6.08m   19-11.50 
      FOUL  6.08m  4.50m  FOUL        
 10   642 Joyner, Jonathan       Clark CC                 5.82m   19-01.25 
      5.82m  5.72m  PASS  PASS       
 11   118 Larson, Josh           Unattached               5.81m   19-00.75 
      5.62m  5.77m  5.72m  5.81m        
 12   338 Hunter, Warren         Albina Roadrunne         5.75m   18-10.50 
      5.75m  5.51m  5.65m  FOUL        
 13   131 keys, kenneth          Unattached               5.65m   18-06.50 
      FOUL  5.65m  5.42m  5.54m        
 14   149 Crago, Brian           Unattached               5.54m   18-02.25 
      5.52m  5.34m  5.54m  5.25m        
 15   322 De Aguior, Moku        Western Wash.            5.53m   18-01.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  5.53m  FOUL        
 16   275 Gaddy, Nick            Western Wash.            5.36m   17-07.00 
      5.36m  5.08m  FOUL  4.96m        
 --   167 Gustavson, Reid        British Columbia          FOUL            
      FOUL  PASS  PASS  PASS       
 --   232 Crumedy, Matthew       Seattle U.                FOUL            
      FOUL  PASS  PASS  PASS       
 
Men Long Jump Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 8.08m  2/27/2004   Matt Mason, WSU                             
   NCAA Auto: A 7.85m                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P 7.50m                                                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   368 Frederick, Norris      Washington               7.64mP  25-00.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  7.17m  7.58m  FOUL  7.64m
  2   546 Hill, Jon              Portland St.             7.11m   23-04.00 
      7.11m  6.79m  5.32m  FOUL  6.94m  6.64m
  3   444 Gibson, Staton         UC Riverside             6.80m   22-03.75 
      6.44m  FOUL  6.80m  6.46m  6.45m  PASS
  4   121 McIver, Brynnen        Unattached               6.60m   21-08.00 
      6.53m  FOUL  6.55m  PASS  6.60m  FOUL
  5   558 Buckmier, Jason        W. Oregon                6.33m   20-09.25 
      FOUL  6.33m  5.36m  FOUL  6.10m  FOUL
 --   129 Grayer, James          Unattached                FOUL            




 Fac. Record: ! 16.62m  2/1/2003    Julien Kapek, USC                          
   NCAA Auto: A 16.10m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 15.40m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   444 Gibson, Staton         UC Riverside            14.57m   47-09.75 
      14.13m  FOUL  13.94m  13.85m  14.37m  14.57m
  2   126 Cole, Reginald         Unattached              14.32m   46-11.75 
      14.07m  FOUL  13.74m  14.32m  14.21m  14.25m
  3   121 McIver, Brynnen        Unattached              14.13m   46-04.25 
      FOUL  13.98m  13.72m  14.13m  14.00m  FOUL
  4   184 McCune, Joshua         Clark CC                13.89m   45-07.00 
      13.69m  FOUL  FOUL  13.89m  13.76m  13.84m
  5   581 Herrington, Blake      W. Oregon               13.53m   44-04.75 
      12.89m  13.53m  13.20m  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  6   578 Reisnaur, Tyler        W. Oregon               13.43m   44-00.75 
      12.84m  FOUL  13.43m  12.95m  13.25m  13.09m
  7   357 Weeks, Braden          Washington              13.17m   43-02.50 
      FOUL  12.77m  12.96m  13.17m  FOUL  FOUL
  8   553 Hristov, Nikolai       Portland St.            13.03m   42-09.00 
      12.71m  12.40m  13.03m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9   442 Irving, Marcelis       UC Riverside            12.84m   42-01.50 
      12.58m  12.73m  12.84m           
 10   380 Beach, Jackson         Washington              12.61m   41-04.50 
      FOUL  11.85m  12.61m           
 11   642 Joyner, Jonathan       Clark CC                12.46m   40-10.50 
      12.46m  12.31m  12.31m            
 12   427 Tabah, Elvin           UC Riverside            12.45m   40-10.25 
      12.45m  12.14m  12.11m           
 13   322 De Aguior, Moku        Western Wash.           12.19m   40-00.00 
      12.19m  FOUL  11.92m           
 14   275 Gaddy, Nick            Western Wash.           11.76m   38-07.00 
      11.24m  11.76m  11.33m           
 15   131 keys, kenneth          Unattached              11.07m   36-04.00 
      10.93m  FOUL  11.07m           
 --   118 Larson, Josh           Unattached                FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  PASS            
 
Men Shot Put Elite
==========================================================================
 Fac. Record: ! 19.98m  2/1/2003    John Godina, adidas                        
   NCAA Auto: A 19.30m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 17.75m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   344 Neel, Cameron          Central Wash.           16.52m   54-02.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  16.41m  16.19m  16.52m  16.27m
  2   401 Te'o-Nesheim, Dani     Washington              15.97m   52-04.75 
      15.84m  15.97m  FOUL  15.82m  15.92m  15.88m
  3   409 Elisara, Cameron       Washington              15.35m   50-04.50 
      13.67m  15.03m  15.35m  FOUL  FOUL  15.34m
  4   345 Valdez, Matt           Central Wash.           14.93m   48-11.75 
      14.36m  14.12m  14.61m  14.64m  FOUL  14.93m
  5   449 Wood, Craig            UC Riverside            14.49m   47-06.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  13.68m  14.49m  FOUL
  6   561 Barrett, Robert        W. Oregon               12.64m   41-05.75 




 Fac. Record: ! 19.98m  2/1/2003    John Godina, adidas                        
   NCAA Auto: A 19.30m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 17.75m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1   282 Kayhan, Dincer         Western Wash.           14.47m   47-05.75 
      14.47m  14.43m  13.95m  13.22m        
  2   538 Henson, Seth           Portland St.            13.78m   45-02.50 
      13.78m  13.04m  FOUL  13.68m        
  3   596 Davis, Andre           Unattached              13.22m   43-04.50 
      12.77m  11.58m  11.93m  13.22m        
  4   532 Bartow, Brian          Portland St.            13.16m   43-02.25 
      12.39m  12.15m  12.51m  13.16m        
  5   393 Bidleman, Blake        Unattached              13.11m   43-00.25 
      12.12m  13.11m  12.96m  12.78m        
  6   318 Elder, Ben             Western Wash.           12.80m   42-00.00 
      12.18m  11.87m  12.80m  12.37m       
  7   519 Trubachick, Nick       Portland St.            12.56m   41-02.50 
      11.45m  12.51m  12.56m  12.37m        
  8   587 Rosenblatt, David      UC Riverside            12.45m   40-10.25 
      9.95m  FOUL  12.45m  FOUL        
  9   598 Follmer, Peter         Unattached              12.02m   39-05.25 
      11.65m  FOUL  11.68m  12.02m        
 10   389 Fredericks, Corey      Washington              11.80m   38-08.75 
      11.21m  FOUL  11.80m  11.69m        
 11   104 Chenery, Mark          Victoria                11.45m   37-06.75 
      FOUL  11.27m  11.45m  FOUL        
 12   521 LaPlante, Matt         Portland St.            10.51m   34-05.75 
      FOUL  10.51m  FOUL  FOUL        
 13   235 Jahner, Brock          Seattle U.              10.12m   33-02.50 
      10.12m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL       
 14   408 Noble, Bobby           Washington               9.33m   30-07.50 
      9.33m  FOUL  FOUL           
 15   156 Taylor, Ben            Striders TC              8.98m   29-05.50 
      8.98m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL        
 16   252 Finnegan, Kyle         Seattle U.               8.45m   27-08.75 




 Fac. Record: ! 22.48m  2/1/2003    Derek Woodske, Ironwood TC                 
   NCAA Auto: A 21.50m                                                         
  NCAA Prov.: P 19.50m                                                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1    61 Slowik, Dariusz        Kajaks T&F              20.12mP  66-00.25 
      19.21m  FOUL  20.12m  FOUL  FOUL  19.29m
  2    60 Henderson, Trey        Kajaks T&F              20.10mP  65-11.50 
      14.43m  15.74m  FOUL  19.98m  FOUL  20.10m
  3   398 Bingisser, Martin      Washington              19.30m   63-04.00 
      19.08m  FOUL  19.30m  19.08m  18.97m  19.18m
  4   265 Mathews, George        Hammer Idaho            18.38m   60-03.75 
      17.35m  18.29m  17.87m  FOUL  18.38m  16.99m
  5   138 Richards, Zack         Unattached              18.23m   59-09.75 
      15.69m  FOUL  17.93m  FOUL  18.23m  FOUL
  6   347 Ruud, Evan             Central Wash.           17.80m   58-04.75 
      17.80m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7   410 Midles, Zack           Washington              16.72m   54-10.25 
      FOUL  16.65m  16.72m  FOUL  16.20m  FOUL
  8   449 Wood, Craig            UC Riverside            16.32m   53-06.50 
      15.90m  16.31m  16.32m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9   646 Kneip, Neal            Unattached              16.02m   52-06.75 
      15.65m  15.91m  16.02m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10   344 Neel, Cameron          Central Wash.           15.59m   51-01.75 
      15.59m  15.50m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  15.45m
 11   565 Marin, Anthony         W. Oregon               15.56m   51-00.75 
      FOUL  14.46m  15.53m  15.30m  FOUL  15.56m
 12   343 Fischer, Tyler         Central Wash.           15.09m   49-06.25 
      14.32m  FOUL  15.09m           
 13   345 Valdez, Matt           Central Wash.           14.83m   48-08.00 
      14.22m  14.83m  14.48m            
 14   561 Barrett, Robert        W. Oregon               13.35m   43-09.75 
      13.05m  13.35m  FOUL            
 15   587 Rosenblatt, David      UC Riverside            13.11m   43-00.25 
      FOUL  13.11m  FOUL            
 16   318 Elder, Ben             Western Wash.           11.32m   37-01.75 
      11.32m  FOUL  FOUL           
                                       Hy-Tek's Meet Manager 1/13/2007 06:05 PM
                         UW Indoor Preview - 1/13/2007                         
                                Dempsey Indoor                                 
                                    Results                                    
 Fac. Record: !  7.31  2/25/2006   Chauntae Bayne/Janice Davis, Stanford       
   NCAA Auto: A  7.27                                                          
  NCAA Prov.: P  7.44                                                          
